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1 Introduction 
,', ,:, ', 

Since the pioneer paper of Zamolodchikov [1],'a lot of extended nonlinear conform.il 
algebras (the W-type algebras) have· been constructed and studied. (~ee, e.g.;, [2]; 
and references therein). The growing interest to ;this,subject,is moti".'ated .by:many. 
interesting applications of.nonlinear algebras,to the string,theory,,integrable system~, 
etc. However, the intrinsic nonlinearity of W~algebras makes it rather difficult ·to 
apply to them the standard arsenal of technique; and mean~ .used in the case of linear 
algebras (while construc"ting their field representations, etc:). A way to circumvent 
this difficulty has been proposed by us in [3]. Wefound that 1n m~riy c~ses a 1given 
nonlinear W algebra can be embedded into some linear conformal algebra· which is 
generated by a finite number, of currents and contains the,considered W-algebra as 
subalgebra in some norilin~ar basis. Up to now the ~xplicit~coristiuction ha1°'been 
carried out for some simple~t examples ofnoriline.~r (;uper)1lgebras ( W3 and wJ2l [3], 
W B2 and W2 4 [4] ). Besides being a useful tool ,to construct new field re~lizations 
of nonlinear ~lgebras [3-4], these linear algebras· provide a suitable fram:ew~rk for 
considering the embeddings of the Virasoro string in the W~type ones ·[5] .. 

Iii the present letter1 we show that the linearization is a g~neral pr6perty in
herent to many nonlinear W-type algebras. We demonstrate that a ,wide c;l,ass of 
W-(super)algebras, indudirig'U(N)~superconformal [6], wf-1

> [7-9},'as ~en·~~ WN 
[10] algebras, admit a linearization. T~e explicit formulas,r(!lated linear and nonlin
ear algebras for all these cases are given. The e;am:ple of:'o/4 algebra fs·elaborated 
in detail. · 

2 Linearizing U(N) .(quasi)st1p~r.co~fo:rID:~l ~lge-
bras ,,. 

In this Section we construct linear conformal. algebras which.contain the algebra 
wr+t1

> or U(N) superconformal algebras as subalgebras in some nonline~~ basis. By 
this we mean, that the currents of nonlinear algebras can be·rdat~d by an invertible 
transformation to those of linear algebras. In what follows these linear algebras will 
be called the linearizing algebras for ~~nlinear ones. ' ' . ; 

Let us start by reminding the operator product expansions (OP,E's) for the 

wr+t1
> algebras and U(N) superconformal algeb~as ·(SCA} Th~ OPE'~ ;for. th~~,e 

algebras can be written in a general uniform way keeping in mind that t_he .ifff'-:~l 
algebra is p.one other. than U(N - 2)· quasi-superconformal algebra (QSCA)· [7-9] 
t Both U(N) SCAand,U(N,) QSCA have the same number of genei:ating currents: 
---------· ----- l '. ! J, • 

. 1Tlie preliminary version of this'Letter 'has be~n ~resent as talk at the Inte~n'foona.!Worksbop 
"Finite Dimensional Integrable Systems" ,'July 18-21; JINR, Dubna, 1994. •, ·, '• ' ' 

2Strictly speaking, the wr-l) algebra coin'cides with GL(N - 2) QSCA. In what follows, we 
will not specify the real forms of algebras and use the common term U(N) QSCA. 



the stress tensor T(z), the U(l) current U(x), the SU(N) Kac-Moody currents J!(x) 
(1 :5 a, b :5 N, Tr(J) = 0) and two sets of currents in the fundamental Ga(x) and con
jugated Gb(x) r~presentations ofSU(N).,The currents Ga(x),Gb(x) are bosonic for 
U(N) QSCA and fermionic for U(N) SCA. To distinguish between these two cases 
we, follo~ing r~fs: [8], introduce 'the parameter E equal to 1(-1) for the QSCAs 
(SCAs)'and write the .OPE's for these algebras in'the following universal form: 

.. ·. ,, •. ,c/2' 2T' ,T''/ , ; : ·ci 
T(z1)T(z2) = - 4- +-2 +- , U(z1)U(z2) = - 2 , 

, ·· Z12 Z12 Z12. .Z12 
.f) ·, I ,. ,,·. , 

b .. . • J!,, J!; ' ' u U' 
T(z1)Ja(z2) = - 2 +.- , _T(z1)U(z2) = - 2 + - , 

· Z12 Z12 , , '' Z12 Z12 
3/2Ga G;, · 1 

, -/ _ 3/2Ga aa 
T(z1)Ga(z2),, =;= ,----:-:--z2,,,, +:-z• n , T(z1)G (z2) - -z2 .. , + :--z ,.? 

12 12 . 12 12 
. ' . ' ' {jd[jb ....:_ l..[jb[jd ' [jb Jd '.;_:_ [jdJb 

,,. ·J!(z1)Jf(z2) '.= (K-E-N) a C ta C + c.a a C, 

' ' ·, .·. · ;2'12 Z12 
· · · · ·· 1Ga . · . . - . . aa 

U(z1)Ga(i2)' =:= - , U(z1)<'.ia(z2) = -- , 
' '' 'Z12 · ' ' ., . •. Z12 , , 

', ,· , . [jbG·· 1 [jbG . , {jCG-b + 1 [jbQ-C 
,, .. Jb(. ·)a· .,(,c ·) - C a•C- N a C J'. b(' )G-c( ) - - a N a 

a Zt c Z2 - , . . a Zt Z2 - ' . 
'· ' .. ' Z12 '·· . • ·. . , ' '' Z12 " 

'a·(. ,) .. a'~,;(" ··)'.·:_ .. :• 28!c2' ·2x,i8~U-t2x3J!' x28!U'+x3J!'+2x 5(JfJ~)' 
a Z1 Z2 7"' ·3" + 2 + . . . .+ 

· . Z12 Z12 Z12 

2x4(U J!)+ ti! (xi(UU) - 2ET + 2x5(JJJf)) 

Z12 
wh~re'the:centi:alchaiges c' and par~meters x' ~re d~fined by-' 

C = -6€/(2 + (N2 + 11EN + 13)K - (E + N)(N2 + 5EN + 6) 
K 

N(2K - N -'2E) ', (K - N - E)(2K - N - 2t) 
C1 = ;,, ' ' ' 2 + tN ; , C2 = ' '· ,· I( ' , 

(E'+N)(2E+N) ',,, (2t+N)(K-E-N) 

(2.1) 

·, \ 

2K---' N -2t 
Xi =•,, , 'N2J< .·, X2 =. . tNK ·. X3 = I( 

2+EN 1 1 
X4 = NK , . X5 := 1( ; , X5,=,2d( .'., (2.2) 

Th~ 'current's in the r.hi of OPE's (2.1) are evalu<!,ted at the point Z2, Z12 = ~1 - Z2 
and the normal,' ordering in the nonlinear terms is understood. 
' .. The main question we·need to answer in order to linearize the algebras (2.1) 
is as to· which minimal set .of additional currents must be added to (2.1) to· get 
extend,ed li!1.e~r conformal algebras containing (2.1) as subalgebras. The idea of our 
construction'comes from the observation thatthe classical (K-+ oo) U(N) (Q)SCA 
(2.1) can be realized as left shifts in the follo~ing coset space , · · 

9 = ef dzQ"(z)G.(z) . , 

f ·f .,,.., __ ·;:·t 2't,.,f 

. ., ·' ' ~. 

(2.3) 

which is parametrized by N parameters-currents Qa(z) with unusual conformal 
weights -1/2. In this case, all the currents of U(N) (Q)SCA (2.1) can be con
structed from Qa(z), their conjugated momenta Ga(z) = 8/8Qa and the currents of 

the maximal linear subalgebra 1iN 

1{N = {T,U,J!,Ga} . (2.4) 

Though the situation in quantum case is more difficult, it seems still reasonable to 
try to extend the U(N) (Q)SCA (2.1) by N ~dditional currents Qa(z) with conformal 

weights -1/2.3 

Fortunately, this extension is sufficient to construct the linearizing algebras for 
the U(N) (Q)SCAs. Without going into details, let us write down the set of OPE's 
for these linear algebras, which we will denote as ( Q)SC A¼n 

T(z1)T(z2) 

T(z1)J!(z2) 

T(z1)Ga(z2) 

T(zi)CJa(z2) 

1!(z1)Jfh) = 

U(z1)Ga(z2) 

J!(z1)Gc(z2) 

b -Ja(z1)Qc(z2) 

c;/2 2T T' _ c1 
-

4
- + -

2 
+ - , U(z1)U(z2) - - 2 , 

Z12 Z12 . Zt2 . Z12 
Jb Jb' . . u U' 
-f + _<:._ , T(zi)U(z2) = -2- + - , 
Z12 Z12 . Z12 Z12 

3/2Ga Ga T( )-G-a( ) _ 3/2Ga ca 
-2- + - , Zt Z2 - -2- + - , 

~2 ~2 ~2 ~2 
-1/2Qa Qa 

-2--+-, 
Z12 Z12 

[jd[jb _ l..[jb[jd [jbJd _: [jdjb 
(J( _ l _ N) a c . 

2
N a c + c a . a c , 

Z12 Z12 

Ga 
Z12 

U(z1)Ga(z2) = _ ca 
Z12 ' 

U(z1)Qa(z2) = - Qa 
Z12' 

li~Ga - tJli!Gc 
Z12 

J!(z1)Gc(z2) = -8~Cb + tJli!Gc 
Z12 

_{jcQ-, + l__[jbQ-c 
a N a 

Z12 
[jb 

a 
Ga(z1)CJb(z2) = Z12 Ga(z1)Cb(z2) =regular. (2.5) 

Here the central charges c and Ct are the same as in (2.2) and the currents Ga(z), ca(z) 
and Qa(z) are bosonic (fermionic) for E = 1(-1). 

. In order to prove that the linear algebra (Q)SCA1{,n (2.5) contains U(N),.(Q)SCA 
(2.1) as a subalgebra, let us perform the following invertible nonlinear transformation 

3 Let us remind that the current with just this conformal weight appears in the linearization of 

wi2
) algebra l3]. 
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to the new basis {T(z), U(z), J!(z), Ga(z), Ga(z), Qa(z)}, where the "new" current 
Ga(z) is defined as 

aa = Ga+ Y1Qa" + Y2(Jt(Jb') + y~(U(Ja') + y4(JtQb) + Ys(U'(Ja) + Y6(TQa) + 
Y1(JbJ:Qb) + Ys(JbJ!Qa) + y9(U JtQb) + Y10(UU(Ja) + Yu(JbGcQbQa) + 

- -b -b - -b - -b -Y12(JbGcQcQ ) + Yia(G~Q Qa) + Yi4(GbQ 'Qa) + Yts(GbQ Qa') + 
-b- - -b-

Y16(GbGcQ QcQa) + Y11(UGbQ Qa) , (2.6) 

and the coefficients Yt - Y1 1 are defined as 

Yi = 2K Y2 = 4 YJ = 
2(2 + f.N) , 2(/( - (. -N) 

' ' N ' Y4 = I( , 

(K - t - N)(2 + f.N) 
Y6 = -2f. 

2 2 Ys = 
NK ' ' Y1 = I( ' Ys=-

d( 
2(2 + f.N) ((. + N)(2f + N) 2 Y9 = 

NK ' Yto = N2J( ' Yn = Y12 = I( 

2(K - N - 2f) 
Yts = 2 

2 YtJ = 
I( ' Y14 = 4 

' ' Yt6 = d( ' 
Y11 = 

2(2 + tN) 
(2.7) NK 

Now it is a matter of straightforward (though tedious) calculation to check that 
OPE's for the set of currents {T(z),U(z),J!(z),Ga(z)} and Ga(z) (2.6) coincide 
with the basic OPE's of the U(N) (Q)SCA (2.1). 

Thus, we have shown that the linear algebra (Q)SCA¼-n (2.5) contains U(N) 
(Q)SCA as a subalgebra in the nonlinear basis. 

We close this Section with a few comments. 

First of all, we would like to stress that the pairs of currents Ga(z) and Qa(z) (with 
conformal weights equal to 3/2 and -1/2, respectively) in (2.5) look .like "ghost
anti-ghost" fields and so (Q)SCA¼-n algebra (2.5) can be simplified by means of the 
standard ghost decoupling transformations 

U = U - f.(Ga(Ja) 
1 

b - ,1, -b . b (. - C Ja - Ja -f(GaQ )+caN(GcQ), 

T = T ! (G' Q-a) ~f.(G Q-at) - t:(2 + t:N) U' + 2f a + 2 a 21( • (2.8) 

In the new basis the algebra (Q)SCAl{,n splits into the direct product of the ghost
anti-ghost algebra f N = { Qa, G6 } with the OPE's 

I 

-b c! Ga(zi)Q (z2) = -
Z12 

4 

and th~_algebra of the curr~mts { ~' fJ, J~, c;a }· We denote ~he l~tter,as (Q)SC'.A\{,.n. 
It is defiried by th~ follo;Vingset of ~PE's 

~c )r~c > -6f.K2 + (N2 + 13)K - (N3 
- N + 6f.) 2f f, 

T Zt Z2 = 4 . + -2 + -
2K Z12 . ' . ' . ' ' Z12 . ' Z12 .. 

~ ~ ( 2N I( ) 1 ~ ,1, Jb Jbt 
U(z1)U(z2) = -

2 
N - 2 , T(z1)Ja(z2) = -f + ~, + (. . Z12 , Z12 . Z12 

~ ~ ,fJ fJ, 
T(z1)U(z2) = -2 + - , ,·;, 

,, ,Z12 Z12 

T(z1)Ga(z2) 

.,1, ~d · 'Ja(z1)Jc(z2), 

(
3 ·. f.(2 + t:N)) (ja ca, •·-· · 
-2+. 2T.( - 2-+-, ., 

r Z12 Z12 

' . adab 1 abed CbJ~d CdJ~b 
_ (I<.::._ N) a c -:-:-/1 a c + ~Va c 

, · ·Z12 Z12. 

.;, 
·,ri• 

. •!• 

. I"' 

U(z1)Ga(z2) = _'fJa .Jb .. ( )-G~cc··) = -8~G1' +Jc!Gc 
' a Zt Z2 . 

~2 ~2 ~. ~ 
Ga(z1)Gb(zi) ·= regula!, · (2.9). 

(Q)SCA~,n = rN © (Q)SCAf. 
L ·./ , '1i• ! . ,, 

(2.10) 

Secondly, note that the linear algebra (Q)SCA1jp (2.9) has the same'mimber of 
currents and the same structure relations as the maximal linear subalgebra 1£N (2.4) 
of U(N) (Q)SCA (2.l);but with'the,"sliifted·" central charges and conformal weights. 
It is of importance that the central'cha:rges and conformal weights are strictly related 
~s in (2.9).4 Otherwise, witli' another relation between these para~eters, we would 
never find the U(N) (Q)SCA (2.1) i_n (Q)SCAlj,t: •Thus, our starting 'assumption 
about the structure of linear algebra for U(N) (Q)SCA coming from the classical 
coset realization approach, proved to be correct, modulo shifts of central charges and 
conformal weights. · · ' · 

Thirdly, let us remark that among the U(N) (Q)SCAs_ there are many (su
per)algebras which are well known under other names. ~or examples:5 

(Q)SCA(f=l,N=l) = wJ:l [11], 
~Q)SCA((. = ~1, N = 1) = N = 2 SCA J12], 

(Q)SCA(f. = -1,N = 2) _ = ·_ N = 4SU(2)'SCA [12]. 
. . 

4 Let us remark that Jacoby identities for the set of currents { f, U 1 ~, cJa} do not fix neither 
' = ·,; . 

central charges nor the conformal weight of ca. 
5To avoid the-singularity in (2.2) at f = -1,N = 2 one should firstly rescale the current 

U-> ;n!,N U and then put f = -1, N = 2 (6]. 

,5 



F;inally
1 

let us remind that in the simplest ca;e of wJ2l algebra [3], the linear 
QSCA{in ~lgebra (2.9) coincides with the linear algebra WJin for W3 • For general N 
the situation is more complicated. This will be discussed'iri the next Section. · 

3 . Linearizing W algebras. 

The problem of constmctio~ of linear algebr11s for i:{onlinear ones can be naturally 
divided in two steps; As the first step we need to find the appropriate sets of 
additional currents which linearize the given nonlinear algebra. In other words, we 
must construct the linear algebra (like ( Q )SC A\t') with the correct relations between 
all central charges and conformal weights, which contains the nonlinear algebra as 
a subalgebra in some nonlinear basis. As the seo;md step, we need to explicitly 
construct the transformation from the linear basis to a nonlinear one (like (2.6)). 
While the first step is highly non-trivial, :the se.cond one is pmely technical. In 
principle, we could write down the most general expression with arbitrary ~<>efficients 
and appropriate conformal weights, and then fix all the coefficients from the OPE's 
of the nonlinear algebra. · · 

In this Section we will demonstrate that the linear algebra QSCA1j.,n (2.5) con
~tructed in the previous Section gives us the hints how to find the linear algebras for 
many other W-type algebras which can be obtained from the GL(N) QSCAs via the 
secondary Hamiltonian r'edustion (13]. . ' 

I " • ' ' (' 

3.1 '· Se'condary linearization 

The, ~o~o~ici GL(N) QSCAs (~;,in. a~oth~r notati@; wr+t1l), \Vhich' hay~ been lin
earized in the previous, Section, _can be obtained through the Hamiltonian. reduction 
f~~IIl,t~e ~ffi~t: ~l(N+2) aige,bras' [7~9L"T~e c~n~traints on the. currents'oi sl(N + 2) 
algeb~a,which yi_eld wr+t1l, read'. .. . . . . 

s,O ' ; , 

,i:·;,;\ 

u 
;,! 
T Ql Q2 GN 

1 0 0 0 0 

0: G1 I O. G2 
(3.1) 

sl(N) - §lu 
0 GN 

. . 1Y 

The w~t1> algebras, forming in themselves a particular class of w:algebras with 
quadratic nonlinearity, are at the same time universal in the sense that a lot of other 
W-algebras can be obtained from them via the secondary Hamiltonian reduction 
(e.g., WN algebras, etc.)[13]. 

6 

... , 

Let us consider a set of possible secondary reductions of wt:t1l algebra (3.i ). 
These are introduced by imposing the constraints . 

G1 = 1 . G2 = ... '= GN = 0 

sl( N) l,1(2) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

where we denoted as sl(N)l,1(2) the set of.constraints on the sl(N) currents, associ

ated with an arbitrary embedding of s/(2) algebra into sl(N) subalgebra of wr+t1>. 
The main conjecture we will keep to in this Section is as follows 

To !Jnd the linearizing algebra for a given. nonlinear W -algebra related to 
wt+t1

> through the Hamiltonian reduction (3.2),(3.3}, one should apply 

the red~ction.(3.3} to the linear algebra QSCA1jp (2.9} and then linearize 

the resulting algebra. Tke algebra QSCA1j,t itself is the linearizing algebra 
for the reduction (3.2) . . 

Roughly speaking,, we propose. to. r~l~c~ the line~rization of the, algebra W ob
tained from the nonlinear algebra, wt+;1

l. through the full set of the Hamiltonian 

reduction constraints (3.2)-(3.3), by the linearization of the algebra W obtained from 
the linear algebra QSCA1jp by imposing the relaxed set (3.3). 

At present, we are not aware of the rigorous proof of this statement, but it 
works well both in the classical cases (on the level of Poisson brackets) and in many 
particular quantum examples. Of course, the secondary Hamiltoniari reduction (3.3), 
being applied to Q SC A\{?, gives ~ise to a nonlinear algeb~a~ However, the problem 
of its linearization can be reduced to the liriearization of reduction (3.3) applied to 
the affine algebra sl(N) C QSCA1jp, which was constructed in [1,4]: :The 'resulting 
algebra will be just linear algebra for the nonlinear algebra we started with .. · 

Let us briefly discuss the e~licit construction of. the linear algebra W1in which 
contains the nonlinear algebra W obtained from wt+t1

> via the Hamiltonian reduc
tion constraints (3.2)-(3.3). 

Let .:J be a current corr7sponding to the Cartan element t0 of s1(2) subalgebra. 
With respect to the adjoint action of t0 the sl(N) algebra can be decomposed into 
eigenspaces of t0 with positive,null and negative eigenvalues ha 

sl(N) = (sl(N))_ EB (sl(N))0 EB (sl(N))+ = EB (sl(N)k (3.4) 
ha 

(In this subse~tion, the _latin indices ( a, b) .fun over the ~hole sl(N),. (;reek indices 
(a, /3) run over (sl(N))_ and the barred, Greek ones (a;,B) over (sl(N)) 0 EB (sl(N))+ 
.) The Hamiltonian reduction associated with.the embedding (3.4) can be performed 
by putting the approp~iate constraints · 

1 
· 

Jo - Xo = 0 Xo = x(Jo) (3.5) 

7 



on the currents J0 from (sl(N))_ [2,7]. These constraints are the .first class for 
integral gradings6 , which means that BRST formalism can be used. 

In order to impose the constraints (3.5) in the framework of BRST approach one. 
can introduce the fermionic ghost-anti-ghost pairs (b0 , c0

)' with ghost numbers -1 
~nd 1, respectively, for each current with the negative eigenvalues h0 : 

8" 
c"(ii)bp(z2) = _f!_ , 

Z12 
(3.6) 

and the BRST charge 

~BJ;ST == J 1zJBR;T(z) = j dz ((!a - x(Ja))c" - ~I'o,/Jb7 c"d3) , (3.7) 

which c~incid~~ .· with that given in the paper [14]. The currents of the algebra 
-'lin: · '.• '•·' ; ... • . ' 

QSC AN and the ghost fields b0 , c0 form the BRST complex, graded by the ghost 
number. The W algebra is defined in this approach as the algebra of. operators 
generating the null cohomology of the BRST charge of this complex. ' '· 

Following [14], let us introduce the "hatted"· currents Ja : . 
1_,1·, 

Ja = Ja + Lf:,/Jb-Yd3 , (3.8) 
/J,-y 

where J:,/J .are struct~re •~onstants of sl(N) in the basis ·(3.4). As sh~wn in [14], 
the 

1
W-algebras, associated with t_he reductions of the affine sl(N) can be embedded 

i~to linear algebras formed by the currents J0 • In contrast to the sl(N) algebra, 
our algeb~a'. QSCAlj.n contains·, besides _the ,sl(N) currents, three additional ones 

T; fJ, ca., Fortu~ately: the presence of these currents create no new pr6blems while 
we construct a linearizing algebra for the reduction of QSCAlj.n by the BRST charge 
(3.7) .. Namely, the improved stress-tensor T with respect to which JBRST in eq. (3.7) 
is a spin 1 primary current can be easily constructed 

T = T + :J'+ L {-(1 + h0 )b0 c"1 
- h0 b~c0

} (3.9) 
OI 

and so it belongs, together with fJ,. which comm~tes with Q BRST, to a linear algebra 

we are searching for. As regards the current Gi, one could check that it extends 
the complex generated by the currents J;,, b0 , d3 with preserving the structure of the 
BRST .,:mbcompl~xes of the paper [14], and forms, together with non-constrain~d cur
rents J,; and c0

, a reduced BRST subcomplex and subalgebra which do not contains 
the:curreiits with negative ghost numbers. Henc1, like in ref. [14], the W algebra 

6 Let us remind, that the half-integer gradings can be replaced by integer ones, leading to the 
same ~eduction [2]. 

8 

ft 

.} 

I 

J 
:• 

l 

closes not only modulo BRST exact operators, but it also closes in its own right. 
So, it is evident that the currents J0 also will be prese~t among the currents of the 

linearizing algebra in our ca,se, as well as the currents ?Ji. 
Thus, the set of currents T, J0 (3.8),(3.9) ani the currents 

fJ=fJ, G=?Ji,; (3.10) 

form the linear algebra W 1in for the nonlinear algebra W obtained from' w1:~l) 
through the secondary Hamiltonian reduction associated with constraints (3.2)-(3.3). 

3.2 , Linearizing W N algebras 

In this subsection we apply-the general procedure described in t_he previous subsection 
to the case of the principal embedding 'of s1(2) into sl( N) algebra' to. coi:'istruct the 
linear algebras Wjjn which conta.in the nonlinear WN algebras as subalgebras. . ·. 

For the principal embedding of s1(2) into sl(N) with the currents J!, (1 ~ a, b $ 
N, Tr( J) = 0), the current :J is defined to be 

, / I 

N-1 

,r=- ~mJN-m 
._, ~ N-m 

m=l 

(3.11) 

and the decomposition of affine algebra sl(N) reads as follo"'.s : 

(sl(N))_ ex: { J!, (2 ~ b ~ N; 1 ~a< b)} 

(sl(N))0 EB (sl(N))+ ex: { J!, (1 ~a~ N - 1, a ~bl N)} . ,(3,-12) 

i.e. (sl(N))_ consists of those entries of the N x N current matrix which stand below 
the main diagonal, and the remainder just constitutes the subalgebra (sl(N))0 EB 
(sl(N))+- ' . . 

Now, using (2.9),(3.8) - (3.12), we are able. to explici~ly wr_ite the linear:·algebra 
WlJ'.+-

2 
which contains the WN+2 algebra as a subalgebra: :.-- · '· '· 

T( )T( ) (N+1)(1-(N+2)(N+3)(K-t)
2

) ~ ~ Z1 Z2 = . w 2T ' T' \' 
2z4 · +2+-

· ' 12 ~ ~ (2N K ) I ' . z., '" 
U(z1)U(z2 ) = -- _ · 

2 + N z?2 ' 

~ ~ 
(N+l-2a)(K-1)8~ (b-a+l).I"· .I"' , ,,. 

T(z1)Ja(z2 ) = z3 + 2 a +-a 
', 

12 Z12 Z12 , 

T(z1)fJ(z2) = 
2N(K - 1) fJ · [J,. 

3 +2+-, 
Z12 Z12 Z12 

T(z1)Gi(z2) = 
(i + 2)ai c3i, 

2 +-Z12 Z12 , 
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i! 

; :~ ! ( 

y1, ·~a ,. 
Ja(zi)!c(z2)' 

U(zi)Gi(z2) 

Ko~o!- io!o1 0bJ,i _ 8aJb 
2 + ca ac 

~ Z12' Z12 

G; ~ -- TO ~i '_t5iGb 1 b~i 
, Ja(zi)G (z2) = a + 7iioaG 

Z12 . Z12 
~ 

Gi(z1)Gi(z2 ) = regular, (3.13) 

where the in.dices run over the following ranges: 

•J!; (1 $a~ N - 1,~ $ b $ N) Gi: (1 $ i $ N) 

In this non-primary basis the currents Qi have -~he conformal weights 3, 4; ... , N + 2, 
and the str~ss~tens,or Tioincides \Vith _the stress-tensor of WN+2 algebra. 
. , . It is. ~lso instru<:tive to rewrite t~e _ WfiJ+ 2 algebra (3.13) in the primary basis 

{ T, U, ~; ~i }lwhe~e a new stress.-te~sor Tis defined as · · 
t,.J,f, .· :/,:··· ~1 ... ;·:?;,;;··-1;,_,, ~. \/' ', · 

. _~_(N+2)(K-1)~, 1(-l~ · (~N-m)' 
T - T 2K U + K L, m J N-m 

m=l 

(3.14) 

and the OPE's have the following form 

T(z1 )T(z2) 
N +·1'· ·5(K-1)2 . 

- K ; 2T 'T' 
2 4 +-+-

' Z12 z 2 
Z 12 12 

,, · ( 2NK) 1 
U(z1)U(z2) = 2 + N zf2 ' 

''-T(i1):J!(z2) 
(1 _ a-b) Jb I'' 

K a+ a 
2 -

Z12 Z12 ' 
\ .; •- •. ,••,- e 

~ . u · ·u, · 
T(zi)U(z2). == 2 +-, 

Z12 Z12 

'r(z1)Gi(z2) = rn+ W) Qi Qil 
z2.,,:• t-

12 Z12 

I'( )J"'cl( .. ) t5d. t5b _ .l.t5bt5d t5bJ~d ,djb 
a Z1 c Z2 = ]{ a c N a c +• c a - u a c 

. 2 ---
Z12 Z12 

U(z1)Gi(z2) 
Gi . ~ 

= - Z12 ' :i!(z1)Gi(z2) = -'-O~Gb + /Jo!Gi 
Z12 

Gi(z1)Gi(z2) = regular .. (3.15) 

In· this basis the "chain" ;structure of the algebras Wjjn becomes most transparent. 
Namely, if we redefine the currents of WN'.i, 2 as 

N-1 

U1 = U -_NL J:::, 
m=l 

10 

u (N+2)(N-1)~ 2 N-1 ~ 
N(N + 1) U + N + l L 1::: 

m=l 

T I 
N +2 , 

T + 1 121< N 2(N + 1)u1 ' ( 
N+2 ) 

or T = T - 2K N 2(N + l) (U1Ui) 

J,b 
a 

Sa 

?Ji 
Q 

t5b N-1 
J! - N ':_ 

1 
L, J:;: , (1 $a$ N - 2, a$ b SN - l), 
m=l 

J:,(l$aSN-l), 

C}i , ( 1 S· i S N - l) , 

C}N, (3.16) 

then the subset T,·u,:JfJJi generates the algebra WN+i in the form (3.15). Thu~, 
the WAf+2 algebras constructed. have the following structure 

W /in {Wlin U. S Q} 
N+2 = N+I' I, a, (3.17) 

and therefore .there exists _the following chain of embeddings 

:,, Wlin c· wtin C wtin 
· · · N N+I N+2 · · · (3.18) 

Let us stress that the nonlinear WN+2 algebras do not possess the chain structure 
like (3.18), this property is inherent only to their linearizing algebras WN+ 2 • . 

By this we finished the construction of linear algebras Wt+2 which contain WN+; 
as subalgebras in a nonlinear basis. Let us repeat once more that the explicit ex
pression for the transformatio'ns from the currents of WAf+2 algebra to those forming 
WN+2 algebra is a matter of straightforward calculation once we· know the exact 
structure of the linear algebra. 

Finally, let us stress that knowing the structure of the linearized algebras W,!j'.i, 2 

helps us to reveal some interesting properties of the WN+2 alge_bras and their repre-
sentations. , · 

First of all, each realization 'of WAf+2 algebra gives rise to a realization of WN+2· 
Hence, the relation between linear and nonlinear algebras opens a way. to find new 
non-standard realizatio~s ~f W N+2 algebras. As ~as shown in [5] for the particu
lar case of W3 , these new realizations [3] can be useful for s9lving the problem of 
embedding Virasoro string into the W3 one. · · 

Among many interesting realizations of WAf+2 there is orie very simple part\cular 
realization which can be described as follows. A careful inspection of the OPE's· 
(3.15) shows that the currents . . 

'G;, J! :'(1 Sa$ N - l, a< b SN) (3.19) 

are null fields and_ so they can be consistently put equal to zero. In this case 
the algebra W,!j'.i, 2 will contain only Virasoro stress tens~r T and N U(l)-currents 
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{ fJ, ]f, ... JJ:f :::: } . Of course, there exists. the basis, where all these currents com

mute with each other. The currents of WN+ 2 algebra are realized in this basis in 
terms of arbitrary stress tensor Tvir with the central charge cvir 

(K-1)2 

CVir = 1 - 6~ (3.20) 

and N decoupled commuting U(l) currents. Surprisingly, the values of cv;, corre
sponding to the minimal models of Virasoro algebra (15] at 

J{ = ~ =} Cyfr = 1 - 6 (p - q)
2 

q ' pq 
(3.21) 

i°:duce the central charg~ cwN+2 of the minimal, models for WN+2 algebra [Iq]. 

cwN+~ = (N + 1) (.1 - (!' ~ 2)(N + 3) (p - q)
2

) 
: A pq 

(3.22) 

(let us remind that the stress tensor of WN+ 2 coincides with the stress tensor T in 
the non-primary basis (3.13)). For the W3 algebra this property has been discussed 
in (3]. , 

3.3 Linearizing W4 algebra· 

In this subsection, ·as an example of our construction, we .would like. to.present the 
explicit formulas concerning the linearization of W4 algebra. ,' 

The structure of the linear algebra Wjin in the primary basis can be immediately 
read off from the OPE's (3.15) by putting N = 2. So, the algebra Wjin contains the 
· · {Tu- J-1 J-2 G-1 G-2 } · h h f 1 ·· h ·{2 11 K±l 3

(K+
1l 3K+5 } currents ', , i, 1 , . , '. wit t econ_or~a we1g ts , , , K , 2K , 2K , 

respectively.· ' 
Passing to the currents of W4 , goes over two steps. 
Firstly, we must write down most general, nonlinear in the. currents of Wlin, 

invertible expressions for the currentJ' Tw:W, V with the desired co~formal weights 
(2,3 axld 4). It can be easily done in the nonprimary basi; (3.13), where the stress 
tens~r 'f coincides with the stress t~nsor of W4 algebra. , 

Secondly, we should calculate the OPE's between the constructed expressions and 
dem~nd them to form a closed set. , -
' 'This procedure completely fixes all c~efficients in the expre~~ions, for the currents 

of W4 algebra in the primary basis in terms of currents of Wjin, (up to unessential 
rescalings). Let us stress that we do not need to know the explicit structure of 
W4-~lgebra. By performing the se~ond step, we automatically reconstruct the W4 
algebra.', 1 

12 

Let us present here the results of our calculations for the W4 algebra. 

Tw _ T 2(I< - l)U-' ~ I< - l ,1, 
- + I< I( Ji 

- 1 J( - 1 , 1 ( - -) ' J( - 1 ~, . 1 ~ -
W = G + --y-(T1 -T2) +I<. (Ti -T2)U - --y-J1 - l((J1U), 

V = -G2 + I( - llll' + J_ ((JiJi) +Ji')+ I( 21( 11 1. 

1 ( - Tl ~l) 1 ( • ~) 2 ( ,1 ~) 
1 

I( (U - 2J1)G - I( (Ti -T2)J1 - /(2 JlJl + 
1 1· ( - -- ) 

21{ ((Ti - T2)(T1 -T2)) + 1(2 (Ti+ T2)(2(K - l)U' + (Ul_()) + · 

I( - 1 ( ~) (K -1)2 

~ (Ti + T2)'U + 
2
I<2 (Ti + T2)" -

(K - 1)(21( - 3)(3I< - 2) ~Ill 

3/(3 • u + 
(3 - 2K)(3K - 2) (fJ"fJ) _ 16(6 -13K+ 6I<2) (Ti Ti ) _ 
· 4K3 K(300 - 637 K + 300K2) w w 
3(60 - 1211( + 60I<2)(-6 + 13/( - 61(2) T;" 

4(300 - 637 J( + 3001(2) w ' (3.23) 

where the auxiliary currents T1 and T2 are defined as 

1 ,1 ,1 1 --
T1 = T-,- l((J1J 1 ) -

2
I<(UU), 

T, = _!_(Jl I') - I( - I I'' 
2 J( 11 J( l• (3.24) 

For the Wjin algebra (3.15) the currents G1, G2 and ·Jf. are null-fields. So we can 
consistently put them equal to zero. In this case the expressions (3.23) provide us 
with the Miura realization of W4 algebra in terms of two currents with conformal 
spins 2 (Ti, T2) and with the same central charges, and on~ current witli spin 1 (fl) 
which commute with each other. · 

4 Conclusion 

In this letter we have constructed the linear (super)conformal algebras with finite 
numbers of generating currents which contain in some nonlinear basis a wide class of 
W-(super)algebras, induding wf-1>, U(NFsuperconformal as' well as WN nonlinear 
algebras. For the WN algebras we do not have a rigorous proof of our conjecture 
about the general structure of the linearizing algebras, but we have shown that it 
works both for classical algebras (on the level of Poisson brackets) and some simplest 
examples of quantum algebras (e.g., for W3, W4 ). The explicit construction of the 
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linearizing algebras Wt'.j..
2 

for WN+2 reveals their ~any interesting properties: they 
have a "chain" structure (i.e. the linear algebras with a given N are subalgebras of 
those with a higher N), the central charge 'of the Virasoro subsector of these linear 
algebras in the parametrization corresponding to the Virasoro minimal models, while 
putting the null-fi~lds equal to zero, induces the central charge for the minimal models 
of W N, etc. This is the reasons. why we believe that our conjecture is true. 

It is interesting to note that, as we have explicitly demonstrated in the case 
of W

4 
algebra, we do not ,need to know beforehand the structure relations of the 

nonlinear algebras; which rapidly become very complicated with growth of spins of 
the involved currents. Once we have constructed the. linearizing algebra, we could 
algo~ithmically reproduce the structure of the corresponding nonlinear one. So, one 
of the main open questions now is how much information about the properties of a 
given nonlinear algebra we can extract from its li~earizing algebra. The answer to 
this question could be important for applications of linearizing algebras to W-strings, 
integrable systems with W-type symmetry, etc. A detailed discussion of this issue 

will be given elsewhere. 

Note Added .. 
After this paper was completed, we learned of a paper by J.O. Madsen and E. 
R~goucy [16], which has some overlap with our work. They showed that the wide 
class of W-algebras (including Wn·ones) can be linearized in the framework of the 
secondary hamiltonian reduction. However, they did not obtain the explicit ex
pressions for the linearizing algebras (excepting W4 case). The linearization of the 
( quasi)superconformal algebras was not considered, because their method does not 
allow fields with n~gative conformal we!ghts. 
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